Let H be the multiplicative free abelian group of rank m > 1. Suppose 0-+B->A->IH^>0issί short exact sequence of Z//-modules, and the module A is finitely generated. Then B is also a finitely generated Zi/-module, and for any k E Z the determinant^ ideals of A and B satisfy the equality for all sufficiently large values of p and q. Furthermore, if this exact sequence is the link module sequence of a tame link of m components in S\ then whenever k>m.
1.
Introduction. Let H be the multiplicative free abelian group of rank m > 1, and ZH its integral group ring; if ε: ZH -» Z is the augmentation map then its kernel is the augmentation ideal IH of ZH. Following [6], we will call a short exact sequence
(1)
0-+B->A->IH ~* 0 of Z//-modules and homomorphisms an augmentation sequence, provided that the Z//-module A is finitely generated. The module B is then also finitely generated, and so for any k EZ there are well-defined determinantal ideals E k (A), E k (B) C ZH.
In [6] we discussed the relationship between the product ideals E k (A) -(IH)
P and E k _ X (B) (IH) q for various values of k, p, and q. In the present paper, instead, we will consider the relationship between the various quotient ideals E k {A): (IH) P We will devote most of our attention to this terminal quotient ideal.
THEOREM (I A). If (\) is an augmentation sequence then for any k
E Z E k (A): (IH) p{Ek{A)) = E k _ x {B):
It is of interest, then, to determine the integers ρ(E k (A)) and p(E k _ ι (B)
). Though this seems impracticable in general, we will prove
THEOREM (1.2). //(I) is an augmentation sequence, n E Z, and εE n (A)
= Z, then p(E k (A)) -0 whenever k>n. Furthermore, p(E k _ ι (B)) -0 whenever k > n + (Ύ 1 ), tfm/ ρ(E k _ x (B)) < « + (Ύ 1 ) -& whenever n < k<n + (Ύ 1 ). Consequently, p(E k _ λ (B)) < ("7 1 ) whenever k> n. (Here( m 2 l )
is the binomial coefficient, and in particular {\) ~ i\) -®)
If (1) is the module sequence of a tame link L C S 3 of m components (described, e.g., in [1] ) then it is known [5] For links of three or more components in S 3 , the relationship between the determinantal ideals of the modules A and B appearing in the link module sequence is more complex; we will discuss this further in §3.
Another result, analogous to Theorem (1.2) (though seemingly of less use in the application to the module sequences of tame links), is
THEOREM (1.4). // (1) is an augmentation sequence, «GZ, and εE n _ { (B) = Z, then p(E k _ ι (B))
-0 whenever k>n.
Furthermore, ρ(E k (A)) = 0 whenever k>n + m-\, and p(E k (A))
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Proofs.

PROPOSITION (2.1). Let U and Vbe ideals ofZH. Then U:(IH) p(υ) = V: (IH) P(V) if, and only if, there are integers p,q>0
such that 
LEMMA (2.2). Let U and V be ideals ofZH, and suppose that ε(U) = Z. Then U+ V= U+ V {IHf for any k>0.
Proof. Since (IH)° = ZH, certainly U + V = U + V {IHf.
Since ε(U) = Z, U + IH = ZH, and hence U+V={U+V) {U+ IH) C U + V IHC U+ V. Thus U + V= U+ VIH.
Proceeding inductively, suppose k > 1 and 
Since εE n (A) -Z, it follows from Lemma (2.2) that £ n (
{IHf~n • E k (A) = E n {A) + E k (A), so since E n (A) c £ Λ (Λ) (and hence E n (A) -E n (A) + £ fc (Λ)) we conclude that
m-1.
, til \ _1_
E k _ x (B)D(lH) ( 
)+ "
Since p(E k (A)) = 0 (as noted earlier), it follows from this and Theorem (1.1) that
E k _ x (B) D (IH) (m 2 )+ "~k-[E k
and hence 
Since εE n _ x (B) -Z, it follows from Lemma (2.2) that
Since p(E k _ x (B)) = 0, it follows from this and Theorem (1.1) that
We may conclude from this that p(E k (A)) < n + m -1 -k.
This completes the proof of Theorem (1.4).
We may note here, without going into detail, that Theorems (1. 
That the answer to this question is "no" may be seen by considering the three-component links 6\ and 8| (as they are named in Appendix C of [4] ). As W. S. Massey has shown, if (1) Another natural question is: can the result of Theorem (1.1) be made more definitive for 1 < k < m, as it can for k > m (Corollary (1.3) ) and k -1 [2] ? Though we shall not answer this question, we will consider an example of a three-component link for which the relationship between E 2 (A) and E X (B) is particularly complex. FIGURE 1 Pictured in Figure 1 
